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Candidate stores

Co
st

Distance to q
Staircase points, minima, Pareto optima, skyline points.
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Candidate diagram

Planar partition into maximal cells with identical candidates

Useful to bound the complexity of other diagrams
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Example: Voronoi diagram
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Example: Weighted Voronoi diagram
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Example: Weighted Voronoi diagram

Key idea
Within each cell, clip in the weighted Voronoi diagram of
the candidate list.
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Example: Weighted Voronoi diagram

Key idea
Within each cell, clip in the weighted Voronoi diagram of
the candidate list.
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Example: Weighted Voronoi diagram

Complexity of candidate diagrams gives complexity of the
weighted Voronoi diagram.
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Two complexities

Partition complexity: Complexity of the planar partition

Cell complexity: Size of the candidate list

Worst case bounds
Partition complexity: Ω(n2), O(n4).

Cell complexity is n in the worse case.
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Our main result

Theorem
Under a probabilistic input assumption, partition complexity is
O(n polylog n) and cell complexity is O(polylog n).
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Probabilistic input assumption

The site positions are fixed.

Simplest Case

For every site si , α
i is sampled uniformly from [0, 1]d .

More Generally
Random permutation of values in each coordinate, with
independence between coordinates.

Continuous or discrete product distributions
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Now...
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Two things to do

Bound the partition complexity

Bound for each cell the cell complexity
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Cell complexity
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Size of candidate list
Co

st

Distance to q

That is, bounding # staircase points
of a random sample in (d + 1)-dim
unit hypercube.
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Size of candidate list
Co

st

Distance to q

That is, bounding # staircase points
of a random sample in (d + 1)-dim
unit hypercube.

In expectation, staircase points has
size O(logd n).

Previous work
[Bai, Devroye, Hwang, and Tsai, 2005]: The bound
hold with probability 1− O(1/ polylog n)

[Seidel, 1993]: Backward analysis (in 2D)
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Size of candidate list
Co

st

Distance to q

That is, bounding # staircase points
of a random sample in (d + 1)-dim
unit hypercube.

In expectation, staircase points has
size O(logd n).

What we want:
With 1− O(1/ poly n) probability (whp)

Simultaneously for all faces
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Size of candidate list
Co

st

Distance to q

That is, bounding # staircase points
of a random sample in (d + 1)-dim
unit hypercube.

In expectation, staircase points has
size O(logd n).

What we want:
With 1− O(1/ poly n) probability (whp)

Simultaneously for all faces

Require backward analysis with high probability.
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Independence

Set Π(Pi) to be staircase pts of Pi .

2D case
Exercise: # prefix min in random
permutation is O(log n) whp.

Co
st

Distance to q

General case
Indicator variables [pi ∈ Π(Pi)] may not be independent.
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Backward analysis with high probability

Lemma
If Π(Pi) ≤ k whp, then

∑
i [pi ∈ Π(Pi)] = O(k log n)

whp.

Theorem

Candidate set has size O(logd n) simultaneously for all faces.

Other applications
Point query in history dag [Clarkson, Mehlhorn, and
Seidel, 1993]

...
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Partition complexity
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Single Cost
[Har-Peled and Raichel, 2014]

Candidates for query q
Sort the sites in increasing order s1, . . . , sn.

si is a candidate of q iff closest in prefix s1, . . . , si

Incremental construction of candidate diagram
Insert sites in increasing cost order.
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RIC of Voronoi diagram
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Tile Overlay

i -th tile: Voronoi cell of si in Vor(s1, . . . , si)

For query q, candidates are overlaying tiles

In any arrangement face the candidates are fixed.
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Overlay Complexity

Previous work
[Kaplan, Ramos, and Sharir, 2011]: For a random
permutation, overlay complexity O(n log n)

[Har-Peled and Raichel, 2014]: Same bound for more
general sites: line segment, convex blobs, ...
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Multiple Cost Case

Now si has a cost vector (αi
1, . . . , α

i
d).

Problem
In what order do we insert the sites?
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Parametric Volume

Let the parametric volume be Vol(si) = αi
1 · αi

2 · . . . · αi
d .

α i

Even if sj has smaller volume, not necessarily dominating si .
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Parametric Volume

Let the parametric volume be Vol(si) = αi
1 · αi

2 · . . . · αi
d .

α i

α j

Even if sj has smaller volume, not necessarily dominating si .
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RIC of kth order Voronoi diagram

kth order Voronoi diagram
Planar partition into max cells with same k nearest neighbors.
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RIC of kth order Voronoi diagram

Technical contribution
O(k4n log n) expected complexity for overlay of kth order

cells
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RIC of kth order Voronoi diagram

Partition complexity

Overlay O(k4n log n) complexity, k = Θ(logd n).
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Summary

Main Result
Candidate diagram has expected O(n polylog n) partition
and space complexity.

Was worst case Ω(n2), now near-linear!

Future work
Bounding complexity of other diagrams

Can we answer queries dynamically?

Worst case complexity of candidate diagram
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